Owners: Quaquadrum Global and Eagle Point Hotel Partners
Interior Design Firm: AvroKO, New York
Interior Design Project Team: Kristina O’Neal, Greg Bradshaw, William Harris, Adam Farmerie, Matthew Goodrich, Penelope Fischer-White, Kimberly Jackson, Lexie Aliotti, and Jacquelyn Morris
Lighting: Brian Orter Lighting Design
Graphics: Brand Bureau

STAIRCASE
Blue Tile: Design and Direct Source
Sofa: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Lily Jack
Sconce: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Savoy Studios
Leather Poufs: Vintage
Rug: Sacco
Sheepskin and Pillows: Crate & Barrel

STUDIOS
Pendant: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Savoy Studios
Chairs: Artek; sourced from M2L
Conference Table: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Uhuru
Books: curated by Ryan Humphrey

QUEEN GUESTROOM
Bed and Desk: Cheng Meng
Paint: Benjamin Moore
Maverick Stool: KFF; sourced from M2L
Desk Lamp: Royal Contract Lighting
Sink Vanity: Apaiser
Faucet: Lefroy Brooks
Rug: Griffith International

LOGGIA
Newsprint Holder: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Ian Ingerson Cabinet Maker
Seating: Poltrona Frau and DelForm Studios
Paneling: Terra Mai
Coffee Table: Suite NY
Flooring: Get Real Surfaces
Pendant: Designed by Avroko; fabricated by Savoy Studios
Pillows: Room & Board
White Tile: Design and Direct Source

LOBBY BAR
Map Art: Ryan Humphrey
Table Lamp: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Royal Contract Lighting
Walls: Texston Architectural Surfaces
Communal Table: Gore Design Co.
Stool: KFF; sourced from M2L; fabric by Sunbrella

ROOFTOP BAR
Chandelier: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Savoy Studios
Banquettes: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Lily Jack
Tables: Designed by AvroKO; fabricated by Ian Ingersoll Cabinetmakers
Metal Shelf: Amuneal
Wood: Skyline Sculptures
Ryan Humphrey
Cork Tile
Wall: Expanko